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DESIGN FOR A FONT OF PRINTING-TYPE.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, MONTAGUE M. BEAR, a citizen of the United States, residing at Chicago, county of Cook, and State of Illinois, have invented and produced a new and original Design for a Font of Printing-Type, set forth in the following specification, reference being had to the accompanying typographical impressions, forming a part thereof.

This design comprises upper and lower case letters, points, and character &. In general the letters are considerably extended, heavy-faced, devoid of hair-lines. All straight vertical stems or lines which terminate at the upper end without junction with the other lines are slightly expanded to form ceriphs on both sides and horizontally concaved at their upper ends. The final element of lower case a, h, m, and a has at the upper right-hand round corner a ceriph-like horn to build out or accentuate that corner. A like character-istic is present in the upper left-hand corner of lower-case f and in the lower left-hand corner of both upper and lower case j. Lower-case c, e, and s and capitals C and S have their lower ends projecting somewhat horizontally and terminating in an upwardly convex crescent swell, resting on the line. Lower-case t terminates abruptly at the lower end, without the customary hook.

I claim—
The design for a font of printing-type herein shown and described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, in the presence of two witnesses, at Chicago, Illinois, this 28th day of August, 1890.

MONTAGUE M. BEAR.

Witnesses:
JEAN ELLIOTT,
CELESTE P. CHAPMAN.